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1. Introduction

One of the highlights of the last island divertor campaign on the Wendelstein 7-AS
(W7-AS) stellarator is the access to a new improved operational regime, the HDH-mode
[1]. In a few particularly high-density discharges, a non-stationary radiation zone is ob-
served to be formed on the inboard side of the torus and it causes a degradation of the
confined energy of up to 50 %. The radiated power and the bremsstrahlung signal are
strongly increased and it is found that the plasma is recombining inside the radiation
zone [2]. Similar observations on tokamaks are attributed to the condensation instability,
the MARFE (Multi-faceted Asymmetric Radiation From the Edge). The radiation loss
function of carbon has an unstable region around 10 eV, where the radiative power loss
increases with decreasing temperature. In the presence of carbon impurities, a plasma
region with temperatures of some 10 eV cools down rapidly by radiation loss. If this
situation occurs on closed field lines, the density increases due to the pressure constance
along magnetic flux surfaces. Increasing the density leads to further radiation losses and
cooling of the plasma in this region, a so-called ‘radiative condensation’ occurs. In toka-
maks the plasma temperature is usually lower on the inboard side, thus the MARFE
is located there. Further details on MARFEs in tokamaks can be found in Ref. [3].
We note here, that carbon is the main impurity in the W7-AS stellarator and that the
inboard-outboard asymmetry of the plasma temperature is similar to that of tokamaks.
Whereas in tokamaks MARFEs sometimes lead to a disruption and should therefore be
avoided, the consequences of the observed phenomenon in the W7-AS stellarator are
generally less critical, and the energy confinement is observed to recover when the radi-
ation zone vanishes by reducing the density. In the present analysis the main diagnostic
tools used are a set of 2D CCD cameras observing the divertor target region in the light
of Hα and carbon line radiation, and a toroidally viewing color camera (cf. Fig. 1). The
paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 the influence of the magnetic configuration on
the onset of this plasma degradation phenomena is discussed. The question whether or
not the radiation zone is located inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS), which is a
necessary condition for a MARFE, is tackled in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 we describe experi-
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Figure 1: (a) Top view on half of W7-AS with sketched view of the toroidal camera. (b) Poloidal
cross-section with vertical camera view.
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Figure 2: (a) The divertor configuration discharges displaying a radiative degradation are plotted into
the configurational space spanned by connection length Lc and island size ∆x. The colors denote the
line averaged density for each discharge just before the onset of the degradation. The discharges are
assorted into two groups depending on their connection length. (b) Critical density versus detachment
density scaling (P: heating power, V: plasma volume, B: magnetic field), according to Ref. [5]. Red
crosses: discharges with Lc > 100 m, black rhombuses: discharges with Lc < 100 m, solid lines: the
respective fits. Blue dashed line: detachment limit scaling [5].

mental observations of the dynamics of the radiation with a fast framing camera and in
Sec. 5 the toroidal extent of the radiation belt is considered.

2. Configurational aspects of degraded discharges in W7-AS

The magnetic field in the W7-AS can be adjusted very flexible. Besides the rotational
transform ι , which can be varied in a range of 0.25 – 0.6, auxiliary coils (so-called
‘control coils’) are used to modify the size of the magnetic islands. It is possible to
change ∆x (the distance between divertor target plate and magnetic X-point) and Lc

(the connection length inside the islands between the upstream stagnation point and the
target) independently without altering the rotational transform [4].

Here, we only consider discharges with a rotational transform of ι = 5/9, for which
the installed island divertor is optimized (‘divertor configuration discharges’). Tran-
sient discharges are not taken into account since the critical density cannot properly
be estimated. We note here, that the critical densities for the deuterium operation
are lower than those for hydrogen. The degraded discharges are characterized in Fig.
2a by ∆x, Lc, and the line averaged density just before the onset of the degradation
(‘critical density’). The critical densities are in the range of 2.3 – 4.0 · 1020 m−3. From
this plot one cannot observe a dependency on ∆x or Lc due to the different absorbed
powers (Pabs), plasma volumes (V ) and magnetic fields (B) of the discharges. The line-
averaged density n̄det where complete detachment occurs in W7-AS was found to scale
as n̄det ∝ (Pabs/V )0.48 B0.54 [5]. For discharges with the degradation as described above,
the critical densities are divided into two groups (discharges with large and small Lc)
and are plotted versus the same scaling for comparison (Fig. 2b). Particularly for the
critical densities of discharges with small Lc, this scaling is most appropriate as can be
seen from the small scatter of the data to the fit. The discharges with large Lc show a
degradation with smaller densities compared to discharges with small Lc. This finding
is in agreement with the experimentally observed region of stable detachment [6] and
the result from numerical simulations with the EMC3/Eirene code [7]. In W7-AS two



detachment scenarios are found in the simulations: the stable detachment (large Lc) sets
in at a lower edge density nstable

es,det as compared to the unstable scenario (small Lc). In
the stable scenario the radiation location moves to the inboard X-points (outside the
LCFS) and then towards the inboard midplane when the density is increased. Finally,
the radiation zone crosses the separatrix at the cricical edge density nstable

es,crit. For the case
of the unstable scenario, the radiation zone stays near the target plates when the edge
density is increased in the simulation and jumps to the inboard midplane at the cricical
edge density nunstable

es,crit . Above the critical densities the location of the radiation zone is
identical and it is found that nstable

es,det < nunstable
es,det < nunstable

es,crit < nstable
es,crit. However, in the

experiments it is not possible to stabilize the radiation zone near the target plates for
discharges with large Lc, but a degradation of the discharge cannot be avoided. Taken
this information into account, we have to consider the (lower) detachment density as the
critical density nunstable

es,crit ≡ nunstable
es,det .

Another theoretical prediction is that discharges with smaller X-point distance should
already degrade at lower densities [7], which was also suggested by the experimental
findings [6]. However, since a larger island size in W7-AS correseponds to a smaller
plasma volume, the effect on the critical density cannot be separated for these two
paramenters.

3. Radiation zone formation and plasma degradation in W7-AS

We discuss the degraded plasmas which display a radiation zone for an exemplary dis-
charge shown in Fig. 3: The stored energy degrades at approximately 0.2 s and recovers
at 0.4 s as the density is dropping under the threshold (cf. Fig. 3a). During this period,
the line averaged density does not display the correct density due to fringe jumps. The
maximum radiation intensity is moving from the divertor region towards the inboard
mid-plane (Fig. 3b) and back to the divertor region again. Images taken by a verti-
cal camera observing the top divertor in the light of Hα show the toroidal extent of
the asymmetric radiation across the divertor (Fig. 3c). However, the exact location of
the radiation is ambiguous since only line-integrated measurements are available. For
example, the cameras observing the divertor region integrate the light over a complete
plasma cross-section, and it is not clear, from which location the collected light actually
comes. Forward calculations in model data help to overcome this difficult situation [8].
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Figure 3: (a) Time traces of global signals of W7-AS discharge #55521, where a radiation zone was
observed between 0.2 s and 0.4 s. (b) Toroidal view. (c) View on the top divertor in the light of Hα.
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Figure 4: Comparison of forward calculation and experimental results for W7-AS discharge #55521
(cf. Fig. 3). The first column shows the magnetic islands and the LCFS from vacuum field calculations
in the poloidal plane of the vertical camera (black). The X-points of the magnetic configuration are
marked as green crosses. The assumed position of the model toroidal radiation zone is shown in magenta.
In the second column the forward calculation image (color) is superposed by the experimental image
(grayscales) of the vertical camera. The magnetic X-lines are plotted in green color. In the third column
the respective images are shown for the toroidal view. The position of the toroidal belt is chosen to be
(a) just inside the LCFS and (b) just outside the LCFS.

The positions of the cameras, divertors and baffles are mapped to the appropriate po-
sitions inside the model. Based on vacuum magnetic field calculations, the positions of
the X-lines and the LCFS are also included. Ray-tracing in the model data along the
lines of sight for each camera result in virtual camera images which can be compared
to experimentally observed images. In order to localize the radiation zone, especially
identifying whether or not it is located inside the LCFS, we use a simple model: In
agreement with the observations of the toroidal camera, we assume a poloidally elon-
gated radiation zone which extends in toroidal direction (Fig. 4). For the vertical view
the curvature of the radiation zone is highly dependent on the poloidal position. It is
found that the curvature for a model radiation zone which follows the magnetic field lines
is not compatible with the observed pattern (the X-lines of the magnetic configuration
are displayed as green lines in Fig. 4). Hence, we consider a purely toroidal belt as a
model for the radiation zone. The radial and also the poloidal position of this belt is
varied and the forward calculations allow us to compare the model radiation pattern
with the observed data. For a radial position of the toroidal belt just inside the LCFS
we find good agreement (Fig. 4a). This gives us a good indication that the radiation
zone is (at least partially) located inside the calculated position of the LCFS. A critical
point is the appropriateness of the vacuum field configuration. However, effects due to
finite plasma-beta are expected to have only minor influence on the inboard position of
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Figure 5: (a) Time series of images (grayscales) taken by the fast framing camera within 400 µs are
compared to forward calculation images (color) with different radial positions of the model toroidal belt.
(b) The respective radial locations of the toroidal belt (magenta) in the poloidal plane of the vertical
camera.

the LCFS.

4. Fluctuations of the radiation

A fast-framing CCD camera (Photron Ultima 40k, with 40.500 frames/s) sharing the
same view with the vertical camera on the top divertor through a Hα-filter is observing
rapid spatio-temporal changes of the radiation zone. Since the spatial resolution is lower
(64x64 pixels as compared to 640x480 pixels of the slower camera), only a smaller part
of the divertor with a lower resolution is recorded by the fast camera, which makes the
interpretation more difficult. In particular, the absolute position of the radiation belt
might have a larger error due to inaccuracies of the mapping of experimental data and
forward calculation. For an investigation of the dynamics this does not lead to problems,
since we consider the relative changes only. In order to characterize the dynamics of
the radiation zone, we apply the simple model described in the previous section. The
comparison of experimental observations with model results suggests, that the spatial
changes can be attributed to a radial movement of the radiation belt (cf. Fig. 5).
The observed radial velocity for the example image series is in the order of vr = 50 m/s.
However, poloidal displacements (which are actually observed – at a slower time scale – by
the camera with a toroidal view) are not taken into account here. They slightly alter the
shape and curvature of the projected model radiation belt and for large displacements the
deduced radial location of the radiation zone becomes inaccurate. During the movements
the radiation belt might cross the LCFS (as calculated for the vacuum magnetic field).

Moreover, purely temporal changes of the radiation zone are observed by the fast framing
camera (c.f. Fig. 5). In some discharges these intensity variations seem to be quasi-
periodical. We analyzed the fluctuations of the data from various photo-multiplier tubes,
which have lines-of-sight at different toroidal positions (and cross-sections) all around
the torus. Due to the limited spatial angle of these lines-of sight, the temporal variations
cannot be separated from the spatial variations in the data. The PM-tubes record the
intensity of the Hα-line with a time resolution of 100 µs. The cross-correlation levels
between one reference channel from the fast framing camera (maximum intensity of each
frame) and the channels from the various diodes are around 80% during the presence



of the radiation belt. For the analysed discharges with a quasi-periodical radiation
intensity variation, the time lags of the various cross-correlation functions increase with
larger distances between the respective channels, which indicates a toroidal propagation
of the fluctuations. The propagation direction is opposite to that of the global toroidal
plasma rotation caused by the neutral beam injection. If we assume a purely toroidal
propagation, the corresponding velocity is approximately 3500 ± 250 m/s. This velocity
is compatible with the ion sound velocity of carbon at a temperature of 1 eV. Such low
temperatures are expected for a radiative condensation [2]. We might speculate that
the quasi-periodical oszilations are triggered by a toroidal resonance, since the phases
around the torus sum up to 360◦.

5. Summary

The degradation of high performance discharges by formation of a radiation zone on the
inboard side has been investigated. The radiation zone is found to be purely toroidal
and inside the LCFS (according to forward calculations based on vacuum magnetic field
configuration). The magnetic configuration in W7-AS is found to play an important
role. Depending on the magnetic configuration (i.e. connection lengths), the discharges
degrade at smaller critical densities. This finding is in agreement with EMC3/Eirene
calculations which also suggest that the formation of the radiation zone should take
place on the inboard side of the torus. The radiative condensation is an important
density limit in the operational space of W7-AS. However, since the observed density
limit increases with heating power, even higher densities should be attainable with an
increased heating power. By comparison of forward calculations with the experimental
data from cameras it is possible to localize the radiation zone. Using this method, it
is found, that the radiation zone is a purely toroidal belt which is located inside the
last closed flux surface These findings are very similar to those of MARFEs observed on
tokamaks. The radiation zone itself is found to be unstable and the fast spatio-temporal
changes may (partly) be attributed to radial movements. The fluctuations are found on
various lines-of-sight around the torus with a high correlation and phase lags compatible
with a toroidal propagation.
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